
 

Gulag in Modern Physics 
 
 
A “Theory of Everything” is expected to come from an already crowned king of physics, based upon 
complex mathematics and the world stands ready to praise the discoverer. 
 
Instead, a “Theory of Everything” is now seemingly the outcome of a simple model, based upon an under-
lying but non-observable world, and … 
 
The model is treated as the models basis itself: invisible. Few dare touch it or read it and mentioning the 
very words “underlying ether wave”, then it sounds “find somebody else to talk to - somebody who thinks 
as you do yourself”...  
 
One really feels how it must have been for critics within the former Soviet system; doomed as dissidents 
and send to Gulag. 
 
Twenty years ago, when the things began to move for me, it was my understanding that the community of 
physicists was very open for new ideas that could explain the obvious mystics and contradictions behind 
our fundamental laws of physics. Hopeful therefore, I was in the beginning; until the Gulag-reality gradually 
appeared for me. 
 
Any community tends to develop some kind of “common knowledge” and the community of physicists is no 
exception, but I had hoped to meet some interest in solving the mystics and contradictions. Instead most 
defend the so-called profs that there cannot be any underlying world, and they are seemingly satisfied with 
having mathematics as the only basis. Some are more outright; making a sport out of ridiculing dissidents. 
 
To start with I only had little and I was met with “well, but you don’t have that and that and …” 
Now when I have a lot, most instead meet me with “that’s very unlikely …” 
 
Couldn’t we play by the same rules, please? 
 
For physicists within the walls, it’s ok to build theories upon pure mystics as long as the models lead to 
measurable phenomena.  
This ether wave model is also based upon some (few) unexplained assumption but here, instead of focusing 
on the huge capacity for explanation it sounds “the assumptions are very unlikely…” 
 
Physicists who themselves have found out of something of great importance know that in order to make 
completely new discoveries one must not feel too bound of “common knowledge”. One example is P.A.M 
Dirac, who found the mathematics needed to describe the electrons behavior - after A. Eddington had 
“proved for certain” that no such solution was possible! 
 
The approach behind this ether wave model is not some complex mathematics; instead it follows simple to 
understand intuition, and the model also explains how our measurements are distorted so that experi-
ments carried out 100 years ago mislead physicists to the interpretations that stand even today. 
 
Particles being spherical waves are not foreign bodies in the ether but integral parts of the ether, and the 
null-result from the Michelson-Morley experiment follows from this model. 
 
Also, point-like particles cannot explain certain experiment so particles cannot be point-like; and a plane 
wave cannot explain other experiments so a particle cannot be a plane wave either. Therefore one said 
almost hundred years ago in the Copenhagen interpretation that there cannot be any reality.  
They didn’t realize that a moving spherical wave generates the de Broglie wave as a secondary wave and 
that therefore, a spherical wave passes both kinds of experiments.  
Unaware of this the quantum fathers concluded that since the mathematics works then mathematics is our 
only guiding star. 
 
 



Why try to find an underlying model? 
1. Philosophically unsatisfying with mathematics as the only explanation 
2. It may disclose limited validity of existing theories  
3. It may disclose new phenomena 
4. It may explain phenomena that so far is unanswered  
5. It may explain phenomena that have not even been put into question 

 
Whether the model is more or less philosophically satisfying is a matter of temper but the other items on 
the list are all met (e.g. limited validity for General Relativity, Dark Energy, what is an electrical charge). 
 
Beginning to list the main explanations from the model in short then, not halfway the physicist turns his 
back … and 
Did I hear a derisive laughter, or was it within my own head? 
 
Gulag … 
 
 

- 
 
 
The Earth is flat … 
The Earth is the center of the whole World… 
… 
There cannot be any underlying non-observable ether… 
… 
Communities with shared “common knowledge”? 
Stiffened paradigms? 
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